Dear Valued Lube USA & Lube Corp. Customer,

As a user of our grease products, we recommend to keep no more than a few month’s supply of
grease on hand. Our grease has a shelf life due to the natural proclivity of grease to separate into its
base oil and solids over time. We advise that there is a normally a ONE YEAR shelf life of our grease
products from the date of receipt, if kept in an environmentally controlled location that is cool (6575°F/18-24°C) and is out of direct sunlight.
We would like to also inform you that our greases officially have a 2-year shelf life from the date
of manufacture. Most greases are only a few weeks old when they arrive into the US, but some can
already be six months old, such as our FS2 and MY2 greases that are filled in the USA. Some greases
can be stored for several months before they are shipped to customers; therefore we cannot guarantee
the full 2-year life from manufacture.
We recommend that you rotate your stock to use the oldest grease first. To check your grease’s
age, check the label on the bottom of the cartridge, it will the month & year printed on the label or will
have a lot number. Greases filled in Japan will have a lot number and greases filled in the USA will have
the month and year.
Lot numbers have a single number and letter. The number refers to the year of filling and the
letter refers to the month. E.g. 6M = December 2016; 5A = January 2015. If you need help interpreting lot
numbers, please contact us.
We at Lube USA are committed to providing you the best lubrication products available and welcome
any questions or comments you may have.

Chris Hopkins
Customer Service Manager
Lube USA, Inc.
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